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ABSTRACT
A processor laid out vertically in stacked layers can benefit from reduced wire delays, low energy consumption, and a small footprint. Such a design can be enabled by Monolithic 3D (M3D), a technology that provides short wire lengths, good thermal properties, and high integration. In current M3D technology, due to manufacturing constraints, the layers in the stack are asymmetric: the bottom-most one has a relatively higher performance.

In this paper, we examine how to partition a processor for M3D. We partition logic and storage structures into two layers, taking into account that the top layer has lower-performance transistors. In logic structures, we place the critical paths in the bottom layer. In storage structures, we partition the hardware unequally, assigning to the top layer fewer ports with larger access transistors, or a shorter bitcell subarray with larger bitcells. We find that, with conservative assumptions on M3D technology, an M3D core executes applications on average 25% faster than a 2D core, while consuming 39% less energy. With aggressive technology assumptions, the M3D core performs even better: it is on average 38% faster than a 2D core and consumes 41% less energy. Further, under a similar power budget, an M3D multicore can use twice as many cores as a 2D multicore, executing applications on average 92% faster with 39% less energy. Finally, an M3D core is thermally efficient.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Vertical processors – i.e., processors laid out vertically in stacked layers – can reap major benefits in reduced wire delays, low energy consumption, and small footprint. Currently, 3D integration consists of stacking dies and using Through-Silicon Vias (TSVs) for inter-die communication [11, 16, 41]. In this paper, we call this approach TSV3D. Unfortunately, TSV3D is a poor match for vertical processors. Specifically, the thick TSVs inhibit fine-grained hardware partitioning across dies. Further, the challenge of cooling the layers that are far from the heat sink limits the flexibility of TSV3D designs [16, 41].

Monolithic 3D (M3D) [6, 8, 14] is a 3D integration technology that allows high-bandwidth communication across layers and ultra high-density integration. Rather than bonding together pre-fabricated dies as in TSV3D, an M3D chip is built by sequentially fabricating multiple layers of devices on top of one another.

Using M3D to build vertical processors is attractive for three reasons. First, the active layers in M3D are separated by a distance of less than 1 µm, which is one to two orders of magnitude shorter than in TSV3D [5, 20, 22]. Such short distance reduces the communication latency between the layers of a processor and allows for very compact designs.

Second, heat flows vertically easily, thanks to a low thermal resistance. This is in contrast to TSV3D designs, which include relatively thick, thermally-resistive layers such as the die-to-die layers [1]. As a result, temperatures away from the heat sink in M3D can be kept moderate.

Third and most importantly, the layers communicate using Monolithic Interlayer Vias (MIVs), which have diameters that are two orders of magnitude finer than TSVs [5, 7, 14, 20, 22, 31]. The tiny diameters of MIVs allow designers to use many of them, dramatically increasing the bandwidth of inter-layer communication. They enable the exploitation of fine-grain partitioning of processor structures across layers, reducing wire length, energy consumption, and footprint.

M3D is a promising technology to continue increasing transistor integration as Moore’s law sunsets. As a result, there has been significant recent interest in surmounting the challenges of fabricating M3D chips [14, 44, 45]. The 2017 IRDS roadmap [21] predicts that vertical nanowires will be realized in several years’ time, followed by M5D. Prototypes of M3D systems have been demonstrated, signaling that this technology is feasible [6, 14, 46]. Finally, CAD tools required for 3D floorplanning are being actively developed as well [12, 39, 44].

As M3D becomes feasible, it is essential for computer architects to understand the opportunities and challenges of building vertical processors with this technology. As hinted above, M3D offers short wire lengths, good thermal properties, and high integration. However, an important constraint of current M3D technology is that different layers in an M3D stack have different performance. Specifically, the bottom-most layer is built with high-performance transistors. However, any subsequent layer built on top of it must be fabricated at low temperature, to avoid damaging the bottom-layer devices. As a result, the transistors of any layer beyond the...
bottom-most have a lower performance [35, 43, 45]. This imbalance has implications on how to design processor structures.

This work is the first one to show how to partition a processor for M3D. We design a vertical processor by taking logic, storage, and mixed logic-storage pipeline stages, and partition each of them into two layers. Our partition strategy is aware of the fact that the top layer has lower-performance transistors. Specifically, in logic structures, we place the critical paths in the bottom layer and the non-critical ones in the top one. In multi-ported storage structures, we asymmetrically partition the ports, assigning to the top layer fewer ports with larger access transistors. For single-ported storage structures, we asymmetrically partition the bitcell array, assigning to the top layer a shorter subarray with larger bitcells.

With conservative assumptions on M3D technology, our M3D core executes applications on average 25% faster than a 2D core, while consuming 39% less energy. With aggressive technology assumptions, the M3D core is on average 38% faster than a 2D core and consumes 41% less energy. Further, under a similar power budget, an M3D multicore can use twice as many cores as a 2D multicore, executing applications on average 92% faster with 39% less energy. Finally, the M3D core is thermally efficient.

Overall, our contributions are:
- First work to partition cores for an M3D stack.
- Novel partition strategies of logic and storage structures for an environment with heterogeneous layers.
- Performance, power, and thermal evaluation of a single and multiple M3D cores.

2 3D MONOLITHIC INTEGRATION

3D Monolithic Integration (M3D or 3DMI) is a device integration technology that allows ultra-high density, fine-grained 3D integration. It involves fabricating two or more silicon layers sequentially on the same substrate. The bottom layer of transistors is fabricated first, using the same techniques as in a traditional die. Later, a layer of active silicon is grown on top of the bottom layer using novel techniques at a lower temperature [5, 8, 14]. Transistors are then formed on the top layer using a low-temperature process. The resulting top layer is often very thin, namely 100nm or less [8].

The integration process is fundamentally different from the conventional 3D integration, where dies are pre-fabricated and later connected using TSVs. For this reason, M3D is also referred to as sequential 3D, while TSV3D is known as parallel 3D. Figure 1 shows a cross-section of an M3D stack. When the chip is placed on the board, the heat sink is at the top. The layers of an M3D stack are connected by Monolithic Inter-layer Vias (MIVs).

2.1 Comparing M3D to TSV3D

2.1.1 Physical Dimensions of Vias. A major advantage of M3D is the very small size of the MIVs. According to CEA-LETI [5, 7, 14], they have a side equal to ≈50nm at the 15nm technology node. This is in contrast to TSVs, which are very large in comparison. Specifically, ITRS projects that TSVs will have a diameter greater than 2.6µm in 2020 [22]. Hence the granularity and placement of TSVs is heavily constrained, whereas MIVs provide great flexibility. To be conservative in our comparisons, this paper will assume an aggressive TSV with half the ITRS diameter, namely 1.3µm.

Figure 1 shows the relative area of an FO1 inverter, an MIV, an SRAM bitcell, and a TSV at 15nm technology. An MIV uses 0.07x the area of the inverter, while a TSV uses 37x the area of the inverter.

Figure 2 shows the relative area of an FO1 inverter, an MIV, an SRAM bitcell, and a TSV.

Ultra thin MIVs are possible due to two unique characteristics of M3D integration. First, as shown in Figure 1, the Inter-Layer Dielectric (ILD) and the active silicon layer are very thin (~100nm) [5]. This is a result of the sequential manufacturing of the top silicon layer. Second, M3D enables very precise alignment of layers through the use of standard lithography tools [6, 14]. Hence, the diameter of an MIV is equal to the pitch of the lowest metal layer.

Table 1 compares the area overhead of an MIV and a TSV to a 32-bit adder and a 32-bit SRAM cell at 15nm technology. The areas of the adder and SRAM cell are obtained from Intel [24, 34]. Note that, because an MIV is so small, it is assumed to be a square. For the TSV, we consider both our aggressive design with a 1.3µm diameter, and the most recent TSV design produced in research [20], which has a 5µm diameter. For the TSV, we add the area of the Keep Out Zone (KOZ) around it; for the MIV, there is no need for a KOZ.

Table 1: Area overhead of an MIV and a TSV compared to a 32-bit adder and a 32-bit SRAM cell at 15nm.

As we can see from Table 1, the MIV area accounts for a negligible overhead for both the 32-bit adder and the 32-bit SRAM cell. In contrast, even the most aggressive TSV implementation has noticeable overheads: its area (plus the KOZ) is equivalent to 8% of an adder or 272% of 32 SRAM cells. Therefore, unlike TSV3D, M3D can provide connectivity to support the ultra-fine partition of components of a core across layers [6, 7, 14].

2.1.2 Electrical Properties. Table 2 shows the capacitance and resistance of an MIV and the two designs of TSV. We obtain the numbers for the 5µm TSV from the literature [15, 20], and use them to estimate the numbers for the 1.3µm TSV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>MIV (50nm)</th>
<th>TSV (1.3um)</th>
<th>TSV (5um)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32bit Adder (77.7 um²)</td>
<td>-0.01%</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>128.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32bit SRAM Cell (2.3 um²)</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>271.7%</td>
<td>4347.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


MIVs are shorter and thinner than TSVs. As a result, they have a significantly smaller capacitance but a higher resistance. The overall RC delay of the MIV and TSV wires is roughly similar. However, the wire power and the gate delay to drive the wire are mostly dependent on the capacitance of the wire. Both are much smaller in the case of MIVs. For example, Srinivasa et al. [47] show that the delay of a gate driving an MIV is 78% lower than one driving a TSV.

2.1.3 Thermal Properties. TSV3D stacks have die-to-die (D2D) layers in between the dies. Such layers have \( \approx 13-16x \) higher thermal resistance than metal and silicon layers [1]. Therefore, vertical thermal conductance is relatively limited in TSV3D, and there are substantial temperature differences across layers.

M3D integration requires only a few metal layers in the bottom layer, as they route mostly local wires. Hence, the two active layers in M3D are physically close to each other — typically less than 1\( \mu \)m apart, even with 3-4 metal layers [2, 25]. Therefore, thermal coupling between the layers is high. In addition, the inter-layer dielectric is only 100nm thick. As a result, vertical thermal conduction is higher than in TSV3D. Hence, the temperature variation across layers is small.

2.2 Partitioning Granularity and Trade-offs

M3D technology is capable of supporting the partitioning of logic and memory structures across layers in a very fine-grained manner [6, 7, 14]. We briefly discuss the trade-offs in selecting the partitioning granularity.

Transistor level (or N/P) partitioning places “N-type” and “P-type” transistors on two different layers. It allows independent optimization of each layer for the type of transistor. It also does not require any metal layers between the two layers, simplifying the manufacturing process. However, it requires a redesign of standard library cells to use 3D stacked transistors. Further, static CMOS designs require a via for each N/P transistor pair, which results in an \( \approx 10-20\% \) area overhead [28, 29].

Gate level or intra-block partitioning partitions logic or memory blocks at a gate level granularity. Adjacent gates can either be in the same layer or in a different layer. This approach allows the use of standard CMOS libraries and also has a lower via area overhead (at most 0.5\% [40]).

Intra-block partitioning into two layers can reduce the footprint of a core by up to 50\%. A small footprint reduces the intra-block wire length, and reduces the latency of some critical paths in the core, such as the results bypass path, the load-to-use, and the notification of branch misprediction. It also reduces the length of the clock tree and power delivery networks, and their power consumption.

Block level partitioning partitions the design by placing individual blocks such as ALUs, register files, or instruction decoders, as units in the different layers. It primarily has the same trade-offs as intra-block partitioning. However, there is much less flexibility in 3D routing and, correspondingly, the wire length reductions are much smaller. Further, it delivers no gains when the critical path is within a block as opposed to across blocks.

In this paper, based on the capabilities of M3D, and our desire to keep the analysis at the architecture level, we focus on intra-block partitioning.

2.3 Prior Work on 3D Partitioning

2.3.1 Partitioning for TSV3D. Prior architectural work on partitioning for TSV3D has examined placing cores on top of other cores [16], block level partitioning [11], and intra-block partitioning [41, 42]. In this section, we discuss the intra-block partitioning work, and leave the other, less relevant work, for Section 8.

Puttaswamy and Loh [41] examine several modules within a core and partition them into up to four layers, based on the activity of the gates. Since the gates with the highest activity are likely to consume the most power, the authors place them in the highest layer, which is closest to the heat sink. The goal is to alleviate thermal issues. For example, the least significant bits of an adder are placed in the top layer. However, such partition is not desirable with TSV technology. As we show in Table 1, the area of a single 1.3\( \mu \)m-diameter TSV, together with its KOZ, is equal to 8.0\% of an adder’s area. Hence, the overhead of the 16 TSVs proposed in [41] would be 128\% of the area of the adder itself. This approach would negate any wire delay benefits. The same conclusion is reached by other researchers using 3D floor-planning tools on general logic stages [26, 44]. They find no wire delay reductions due to the high area overhead of TSVs.

Puttaswamy and Loh [42] also examine the 3D partitioning of SRAM array structures to reduce the wire delay of an access. The proposed strategies are bit partitioning (BP), word partitioning (WP), and port partitioning (PP). They are shown in Figure 3. These techniques partition the bits, words and ports, respectively, into two or more layers using TSVs. As indicated above, TSVs take too much area to make these designs attractive. For example, the area of a single SRAM bitcell is \( \approx 0.05\mu m^2 \) at 14nm [24], whereas the area of a single 1.3\( \mu \)m-diameter TSV, together with its KOZ, is \( \approx 6.25\mu m^2 \).

2.3.2 Partitioning for M3D. Some researchers have proposed exploiting the multi-layer capabilities of M3D integration to enhance the SRAM structures. Specifically, Srinivasa et al. [47] use the second layer in an M3D design to add column access capability to a regular SRAM cell. Further, in [48], they place a few transistors on top of the SRAM cell either to improve the robustness/noise margins or to provide compute in memory support by performing simple operations such as AND and OR.

Several designs propose to partition the SRAM cell into two levels by placing n-type and p-type transistors on different levels [13, 32]. As we discuss in Section 2.2, we choose to partition the design at a gate level, which has different trade-offs than transistor-level partitioning.

Kong et al. [27] study the benefits of using M3D integration to build large SRAM arrays such as the last-level cache. They focus on large single-ported structures. In this paper, we focus on partitioning the processor core, where several key SRAM structures are small and multi-ported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>MIV</th>
<th>TSV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>50nm</td>
<td>1.3( \mu )m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Via Height</td>
<td>310nm</td>
<td>13( \mu )m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance</td>
<td>0.1fF</td>
<td>2.5fF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>5.3( \Omega )</td>
<td>100( \Omega )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Physical dimensions and electrical characteristics of typical copper MIV and TSVs [15, 20, 45].
Most of these works [27, 47, 48] use CACTI [4] to obtain the access energy and delay of SRAM structures. We use the same tool.

2.4 M3D: Opportunities and Challenges

2.4.1 Opportunities. Modern core designs are constrained due to the historically slower scaling of wire delay relative to transistor delay. This is evident in wire-dominated structures such as SRAM arrays and wire-dominated critical paths such as the results bypass path. M3D integration provides a great opportunity to reduce the wire lengths and therefore the delays by partitioning at gate-level granularity.

M3D integration allows the optimization of the manufacturing process of each layer separately, to attain different power-performance points. For example, the bottom layer can use bulk transistors for a high-performance (HP) process, whereas the top layer can use the slower but lower power FDSOI transistors. This offers an opportunity for power savings beyond the simple choice of transistors with different $V_t$.

2.4.2 Challenges. The primary challenge for M3D is manufacturability issues. The top layer in M3D is fabricated sequentially on top of the bottom one. This step usually involves high temperature, and may damage the bottom layer’s devices and interconnects. One option is to use a tungsten-based interconnect in the bottom layer, as it has a higher melting point than copper [5, 14]. Unfortunately, tungsten has 3x higher resistance than copper and results in a significant wire delay increase. Further, the use of tungsten may still not be sufficient, as the bottom layer transistors can still be damaged.

Alternatively, the top layer can be processed at a significantly lower temperature, using laser-scan annealing techniques [35, 43]. However, the M3D IC manufactured using this process showed a performance degradation of 27.8% and 16.8% for PMOS and NMOS devices, respectively [43]. A more recent study estimates that the delay of an inverter in the top layer degrades by 17% [45]. As a result, the authors found that gate-level partitioning of LDPC and AES blocks causes their frequency to go down by 7.5% and 9%, respectively. Overall, the lower performance of the top layer poses challenges to the partitioning of the core.

A second challenge is a scarcity of CAD tools for 3D, which are currently being developed [12, 39]. In this paper, we do not address this challenge.

3 PARTITIONING A CORE IN M3D

In this paper, we examine how to partition a core into two layers in M3D. For now, we assume that both M3D layers have the same performance. We present a hetero-layer design in Section 4. We consider in turn the logic stages, storage structures, and other structures.

3.1 Logic Stages

The wires in a logic pipeline stage can be classified into local, semi-global, and global. Local wires connect gates that are close to each other. These wires comprise most of the intra-stage critical path wire delay. To optimize these wires, the best approach is to use CAD tools for place and route. It has been shown that 3D floor-planners customized for M3D integration reduce the lengths of local wires by up to 25% [38, 44]. There is little scope for further optimization of local wires using micro-architectural insights.

Semi-global wires connect one logic block to another logic block within a stage. These wires are often critical to performance from a micro-architectural viewpoint. Some examples are wires in the micro-architectural paths that implement the ALU plus bypass network, the load to use, and the branch misprediction notification. M3D integration of a pipeline stage can reduce the footprint of the stage by up to 50% — in this case reducing the distance traversed by the semi-global wires by up to 50%. Like in Black et al. [11], we estimate that a 3D organization reduces the latency of the load to use and branch misprediction notification paths, possibly saving one cycle or more in each path.

Global wires span a significant section of the chip and may take multiple clock cycles. The global footprint reduction reduces the length of a global wire. An example of global wire is a link in a Network-on-Chip (NoC). If we manage to fold each core into about half of its original area, two cores can share a single NoC router stop (Figure 4). In this case, we halve the distance between neighboring routers and reduce the number of hops. This design reduces the average network delay for the same number of cores.
To verify the impact of wirelength reduction in logic stages, we synthesize and lay out a 64-bit adder along with a bypass path in 45nm technology. We use the M3D place and route tools developed by Lim et al. [39, 44]. The results show that a two-layer M3D implementation achieves a 15% higher frequency. Moreover, the footprint reduction observed is 41%. This reduction is in line with numbers reported elsewhere [38, 44]. If we lay out multiple ALUs with their bypass paths, the contribution of wire delay toward the stage delay is higher, since the length of the bypass path increases quadratically with the number of ALUs. In the case of four ALUs with bypass paths, we estimate a 28% higher frequency, 10% lower energy, and 41% lower footprint than a 2D design. Further, we note that, at the 15nm technology node that we consider in this paper, the wire delay contribution is higher and, therefore, the frequency gain would be higher.

### 3.2 Storage Structures

The storage structures in a core consist of SRAM structures such as the register file and branch prediction table, and CAM structures such as the issue queue and load/store queue. CAM and RAM structures are structurally very similar in their layout. Therefore, we treat them similarly for the purpose of partitioning them in 3D.

An SRAM array is given by its height and width. The height is the number of words ($N_{\text{words}}$). The width is the number of bits per word ($N_{\text{bits}}$). A wordline is as long as the width of the array; a bitline is as long as the height of the array. As we partition an array into two layers, we keep in mind two basic rules. First, the area is proportional to the square of the number of ports. Second, both the array access latency and the energy consumed depend in large measure on the length of the wordlines and bitlines.

We model the partitioning of the SRAM arrays using CACTI [4]. We use high performance (HP) transistors and, to be conservative, 22nm technology parameters. MIV and TSV overheads are modeled using 50nm and 1.3µm diameters, respectively, as per Section 2.1.1.

We partition the following SRAM arrays in the core: register file (RF), issue queue (IQ), store queue (SQ), load queue (LQ), register alias table (RAT), branch prediction table (BPT), BTB, data and instruction TLB, data and instruction L1, and L2 cache. We partition them using bit partitioning (BP), word partitioning (WP), and port partitioning (PP) (Section 2.3.1), and measure the reduction (or increase) in access latency, access energy, and area footprint compared to a 2D design. As examples, we describe the partitioning of a register file and a branch prediction table. The former has 160 words of 64 bits, 12 read ports, and 6 write ports. The latter has 40% words of 8 bits and 1 port.

#### 3.2.1 Bit Partitioning (BP)

BP spreads half of each word in each layer, and places a driver in each layer. As a result, the effective length of each wordline is halved. Each word requires a via across the layers (Figure 3(a)). Table 3 shows the percentage of improvement we attain by bit partitioning our two structures using M3D and TSV3D, compared to a 2D structure.

From the table, we observe that M3D performs better than TSV3D in all metrics. This is expected, as the diameter of an MIV is smaller than that of a TSV. Furthermore, we see that the gains in the multi-ported register file are higher than in the single-ported branch prediction table. There are two reasons for this fact, both of which are related to the larger area required by multi-ported structures. First, when the area is large, the wire component of the SRAM access delay is relatively higher; hence, partitioning the structures into layers is relatively more beneficial. Second, when the area is large, the overhead of the vias becomes less noticeable, which results in higher improvements for partitioning. TSV3D only marginally improves the BPT due to the large size of the TSVs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register File (RF)</th>
<th>Branch Pred. Table (BPT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M3D</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSV3D</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Percentage reduction in access latency, access energy, and area footprint through bit partitioning.

#### 3.2.2 Word Partitioning (WP)

WP spreads half of the words in each layer, and places a driver in each layer. As a result, the effective length of each bitline is halved. The number of vias needed is equal to the array width (Figure 3(b)). Table 4 shows the percentage of improvement we attain by word partitioning our two structures using M3D and TSV3D, compared to a 2D structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register File (RF)</th>
<th>Branch Pred. Table (BPT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M3D</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSV</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Percentage reduction in access latency, access energy, and area footprint through word partitioning.

The observations from BP hold true for WP as well. WP and BP are both affected in similar ways by the larger area induced by multiple ports, and the larger size of TSVs. However, in general, BP partitioning is preferable over WP because we especially want to reduce the access latency, and wordlines are responsible for more delay than bitlines. Interestingly, the branch prediction table is an exception: WP proves to be a better design than BP in M3D. The reason is the aspect ratio of the branch prediction table’s array. The array’s height is much longer than its width. Hence, WP’s ability to halve the bitlines delivers significant savings.

#### 3.2.3 Port Partitioning (PP)

PP places the SRAM bit cell with half of its ports in one layer and the rest of the ports with their access transistors in the second layer. It needs two vias per SRAM bit cell as shown in Figure 3(c). Table 5 shows the percentage of improvement we attain by port partitioning our two structures using M3D and TSV3D, compared to a 2D structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register File (RF)</th>
<th>Branch Pred. Table (BPT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M3D</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSV</td>
<td>-361%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Percentage reduction in access latency, access energy, and area footprint through port partitioning.

Generally, halving the number of ports is an excellent strategy: it reduces both the wordline length and the bitline length nearly by half. In M3D, this effect reduces the latency, energy, and area by a large fraction. As can be seen in Table 5, the improvements in the RF are large. Of course, PP cannot be applied to the BPT because the latter is single-ported.
M3D can use PP because MIVs are very thin. It is possible to place two vias per RF SRAM cell — especially since a multiported SRAM cell is large. However, TSVs are too thick to be used in PP. As shown in Table 5, the cell area increases by 498%, creating large increases in access latency and energy.

Table 6 shows the best partitioning strategy that we find for each SRAM structure in the core that we evaluate in Section 6 — both for M3D and TSV3D. The table shows the percentage of reduction that we attain in access latency, access energy, and footprint compared to a 2D structure. Our preferred choice are designs that reduce the access latency. With this in mind, we conclude that, for M3D, PP is the best design for multiported structures, while BP is usually the best one for single-ported structures. The exception to the latter is when the SRAM array has a much higher height than width, in which case WP is best. TSV3D is less effective, and is not compatible with PP.

Our approach is shown in Table 7. In logic pipeline stages, we identify the critical paths in the stage and place them in the bottom layer. The non-critical paths are placed in the top layer and do not slow down the stage. This is possible because more than 60% of the transistors in a typical stage are high-Vt, and fewer than 25% are low Vt (the rest are regular Vt). Hence, there are always many non-critical paths.

Table 6: Best partition method for each structure, and percentage reduction in latency, energy and area footprint.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Best Partitioning Technique</th>
<th>Logic Stage</th>
<th>Storage Structure</th>
<th>Mixed Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PP BP</td>
<td>Critical paths in bottom layer; non-critical paths in top</td>
<td>Port Partitioning</td>
<td>Asymmetric partitioning of ports, and larger access transistors in top layer</td>
<td>Combination of the previous two techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP BP</td>
<td>Asymmetric partitioning of array, and larger bit cells in top layer</td>
<td>Bit or Word Partitioning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In storage structures, the critical path spans the entire array. Hence, we cannot use the same approach as for the logic. Instead, we use two separate techniques based on the partitioning strategy applied in Section 3.2. Specifically, in port partitioning, we exploit the fact that the two inverters in the SRAM bit cell are in the bottom layer (Figure 3(c)). Hence, we partition the ports asymmetrically between the two layers, and increase the sizes of the access transistors in the ports in the top layer, which increases their speed. In bit/word partitioning, we partition the array asymmetrically between the layers, giving a smaller section to the top layer. Further, we use the area headroom in the top layer to increase the sizes of the bit cells. Finally, in mixed stages, we combine the two techniques. In this section, we present these techniques.

4.1 Logic Stages

We analyze an out-of-order superscalar processor and identify three mostly-logic stages: decode, dispatch, and execute in integer and FP units. We partition them as per Table 7. We now give two examples.

4.1.1 Partitioning an Integer Execution Unit. Figure 5 shows a 64-bit carry skip adder. The critical path is shown shaded. It consists of a carry propagate block, a sum block, 15 muxes and a final sum block. The majority of the blocks are not in the critical path — i.e., the remaining 15 4-bit carry propagate blocks and 14 sum blocks. The farther away a propagate block is from the LSB, the higher slack it has. Therefore, we place the carry propagate blocks of bits [32-63] and the sum blocks of bits [28:59] in the top layer. There is no impact on the critical path and hence the stage delay.

Figure 5: ALU with shaded critical-path blocks.

Using our M3D place and route tools of Section 3.1, we find that only 1.5% of the gates in the 64-bit adder are in the critical path. We place them in the bottom layer. It can be shown that, even if
we assumed that the top layer was 20% slower — and, hence, we needed a 20% slack — we would only have 38% of the gates in the critical path. Hence, we can always find 50% of gates that are not critical and place them in the top layer.

4.1.2 Port Partitioning (PP). As shown in Table 6, PP is the best strategy for multiported arrays such as the RF, IQ, SQ, LQ, and RAT. In a port-partitioned cell, the two inverters are left in the bottom layer, while the ports are divided between the two layers. In a hetero-layer M3D, we assign fewer ports to the top layer than to the bottom one, and double the width of transistors of the ports in the top layer. The goal is to make the top layer’s transistors as fast as the bottom layer ones and still use the same footprint in both layers.

We measure that the area of the two inverters in a bitcell is comparable to that of two ports. However, the optimal port partitioning depends on the number of ports. For example, consider a register file with 12 read and 6 write ports. We find that the partition with the smallest footprint places 10 ports in the lower layer and 8 ports (with double-width transistors) in the top one. With this partition, Table 8 shows that the register file uses 47% less area than in a 2D layout. This is 9 fewer percentage points than the partition for same-performance M3D layers (Table 6).

4.2 Storage Structures

4.2.1 Port Partitioning (PP). As shown in Table 6, PP is the best strategy for multiported arrays such as the RF, IQ, SQ, LQ, and RAT. In a port-partitioned cell, the two inverters are left in the bottom layer, while the ports are divided between the two layers. In a hetero-layer M3D, we assign fewer ports to the top layer than to the bottom one, and double the width of transistors of the ports in the top layer. The goal is to make the top layer’s transistors as fast as the bottom layer ones and still use the same footprint in both layers.

We measure that the area of the two inverters in a bitcell is comparable to that of two ports. However, the optimal port partitioning depends on the number of ports. For example, consider a register file with 12 read and 6 write ports. We find that the partition with the smallest footprint places 10 ports in the lower layer and 8 ports (with double-width transistors) in the top one. With this partition, Table 8 shows that the register file uses 47% less area than in a 2D layout. This is 9 fewer percentage points than the partition for same-performance M3D layers (Table 6).

4.2.2 Bit/Word Partitioning (BP/WP). Our technique to alleviate the impact of the bitline delay in the top layer. However, they increase the capacitance on the wordlines slightly. This increases the cell access energy and wordline delay slightly. We measured the resulting access latency, access energy, and footprint of the RF, IQ, SQ, LQ, and RAT structures. Table 8 shows the savings compared to a 2D structure. These are substantial reductions. Compared to the partition for same-performance layers in Table 6, the numbers are only slightly lower.

4.3 Stages with Logic and SRAM Structures

Most storage structures are part of a stage that also contains logic components. We discuss the modifications to such stages in two parts: this subsection covers SRAMs and the next one CAMs. In each part, we discuss two stages as examples.

4.3.1 Rename. The rename stage reads from and writes to the Register Alias Table (RAT), which is a multiported structure. We use PP for the RAT as per Section 4.2.1. In parallel to the RAT access, a dependence check is performed among the registers being renamed. This check is not in the critical path [37]. Hence, we place this checking logic and the shadow RAT tables used for checkpointing in the top layer. We place other critical structures such as the decoder to the RAT’s RAM array in the bottom layer.

4.3.2 Fetch & Branch Prediction. The fetch unit mainly consists of accessing the IL1 cache and computing the next PC. The IL1 cache uses BP as per Section 3.2. Computing the next PC has a few different parallel paths: BTB access, branch prediction, Return Address Stack (RAS) access, and incrementing PC. Of these, only branch prediction and BTB access are critical to stage delay. Hence, we place the RAS and the PC increment in the top layer.

Since the BTB is critical, we use asymmetric BP coupled with larger transistors in the top layer. As shown in Table 6, we reduce its access energy by 16% compared to a 2D layout, which is 4 percentage points fewer than the partition for same-performance M3D layers (Table 6).

Our core employs a tournament branch predictor, which contains a selector table indexed by a hash of PC and global branch history. The selector output drives a mux that chooses between a local and global predictor. We observe that the critical path is formed by the selector and mux, and not by the local or global predictors. Therefore, we propose an organization where we use asymmetric BP for the selector, local predictor, and global predictor. However, we place the larger section of the selector array in the bottom layer, and the larger sections of the two predictors in the top layer. With this design, we save 40% of the footprint relative to a 2D layout (BP entry in Table 8).

4.4 Stages with Logic and CAM Structures

CAM arrays are similar to SRAM arrays, except that they include an additional wire per cell called the Match line, which is connected to the cell. A few additional transistors associated with the cell (usually 4) pull the match line low when the bit stored in the cell is different than the one being compared to it (i.e., the Tag bit). The critical path in this structure is the time it takes to drive the tag
line, plus the time for the match line to go low, plus any peripheral logic that operates on the output of the match lines.

In a core, CAM structures are found in the IQ, LQ, SQ, and the tag arrays of caches. For the tag arrays of caches, we use the same organization as the associated cache, namely, BP. The IQ is multi-ported with as many ports as the issue width, and the LQ and SQ have two ports each. These structures use asymmetric PP and larger transistors in the top layer.

4.4.1 Issue. Issue in modern processors consists of two pipeline stages, namely Wakeup and Select. During the wakeup stage, the IQ is accessed to mark the dependent operands as ready. The dependent operands determine the instructions that can be executed next. The IQ is a CAM structure and is partitioned as indicated above.

During the select stage, the select logic is activated to pick the instructions to execute. The selection logic is made up of multi-level arbitration steps, and consists of two phases: a Request phase in which the ready signal is propagated forward from each arbiter, and a Grant phase in which one of the requesters is selected. At a particular arbitration level, the generation of the grant signal is in turn decomposed into two parts. First, the local priorities at this level are compared and one requester is selected for the grant signal. We call this part of grant phase as the local grant generation. Second, the local grant signal from this requester is ANDed with an incoming grant signal from a higher level in the arbitration hierarchy, and an output is generated. We call this part as the arbiter grant generation. Such an organization minimizes the critical path delay in selection logic [36].

The first part of grant phase, i.e., the local grant generation, is not critical. Hence, we place this logic in the top M3D layer. The second part, i.e., the arbiter grant generation, when the grant signals are ANDed and propagated, is critical. Further, the entire Request phase is critical. Therefore, we place the arbiter grant generation logic and the request phase logic in the bottom layer. With this, it can be shown that the select stage has the same latency as in the partition for same-performance layers, without increasing the area or power.

4.4.2 Load Store Unit. The LQ and SQ in the Load Store Unit (LSU) are CAM structures searched by incoming store and load requests. When a load searching the SQ hits, the value from the youngest ANDed with an incoming grant signal from a higher level in the top layer. Compared to the partition for same-performance layers in Table 6, this design of the SQ and LQ attains roughly similar footprint reductions, and only a slight increase in access latencies and energy (Table 8).

5 ARCHITECTURES ENABLED BY M3D

Based on the previous discussion, we observe that M3D enables several types of architectures.

1. Exploiting Wire Delay Reduction in Conventional Cores.

One approach is to exploit the M3D-enabled reduction in wire delay in conventional cores. This approach can be followed in three ways. First, wire delay reductions can be translated into cycle-time reductions, which allow higher core frequencies. However, this approach increases power density.

Alternatively, one can increase the sizes or the number of ports for some of the storage structures, while maintaining the same frequency as a 2D core. Note that most of the structures that are bottlenecks in wide-issue cores benefit significantly from M3D. They include multi-ported issue queues, multi-ported register files, and bypass networks. Therefore, one can increase the issue width of the core while maintaining the same frequency.

Finally, another alternative design is to operate the M3D design at the same frequency as the 2D core, and lower the voltage. Reducing the voltage lowers the power consumption and the power density. The M3D design can now operate more cores for the same power budget. We evaluate these three designs in Section 7.2.

2. Hetero M3D design. We have partitioned a core assuming heterogeneous M3D layers. However, it is possible that, in the future, M3D may support same-performance layers. Even in this case, our partitioning techniques may be applicable. For example, one may choose to build the two layers with different technology to save energy: place high performance bulk transistors in the bottom layer, and low performance FDSOI transistors in the top one. We evaluate such a scenario in Section 7.1.2.

3. Novel Architectures. In specialized architectures, it is often necessary to provide a tight integration between specialized engines and general-purpose cores, to support fine-grain communication between the two. However, such architectures have to make compromises in a 2D design. M3D integration facilitates such tight integration, e.g., by supporting a set of accelerators in the top layer without compromising the layout of general-purpose cores in the bottom layer.

Further, M3D technology allows the integration of heterogeneous process technologies, such as Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) on top of regular logic cells [46]. This ability enables new computing paradigms that can take advantage of large amounts of NVM very close to the compute engines.

6 EVALUATION SETUP

We evaluate the performance of our designs using the Multi2Sim [49] architectural simulator. We model a multicore with 4 cores. Each core is 6-issue wide and out of order. Table 9 shows the detailed parameters of the modeled architecture. We model the SRAM and CAM arrays using CACTI. We obtain the power numbers of the logic stages by using the HP-CMOS process of McPAT [30]. We set the nominal voltage at 22nm to 0.8V following ITRS [22]. Using this voltage, different processor designs can attain different frequencies, as we discuss in Section 6.1.

We model 3D storage structures using CACTI as follows. First, we partition the structure’s bits, words, or ports into two layers
The dimensions and thermal conductivity of the different layers are shown in Table 10. These values are obtained from recent work on thermal models for TSV3D [1]. Note that, currently, silicon layers in TSV3D have a thickness of at least 100µm. However, we set the thickness of the top silicon layer in TSV3D to a very low 20µm, to model an aggressive futuristic design. This assumption makes our numbers for TSV3D optimistic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>M3D Dimensions</th>
<th>TSV3D Dimensions</th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top Metal</td>
<td>12 µm</td>
<td>12 µm</td>
<td>12 W/m-K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top Silicon</td>
<td>100nm</td>
<td>20µm</td>
<td>120 W/m-K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom Metal</td>
<td>&lt;1µm</td>
<td>12µm</td>
<td>12 W/m-K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom Silicon</td>
<td>100µm</td>
<td>100µm</td>
<td>120 W/m-K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIM</td>
<td>50 µm</td>
<td>50 µm</td>
<td>5 W/m-K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHS</td>
<td>3.0x3.0x0.1 cm³</td>
<td>3.0x3.0x0.1 cm³</td>
<td>400 W/m-K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Sink</td>
<td>6.0x6.0x0.7 cm³</td>
<td>6.0x6.0x0.7 cm³</td>
<td>400 W/m-K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Thermal modeling parameters for M3D and TSV3D.

In the table, ILD, TIM, and IHS mean Inter-Layer Dielectric, Thermal Interface Material, and Integrated Heat Spreader.

We use HotSpot’s extension [19, 33] to model the effects of heterogeneous components in the same layer. We model both lateral and vertical thermal conduction using the more accurate grid-model.

We evaluate M3D and TSV3D designs for both single cores and multicore. For the single-core experiments, we run 21 SPEC2006 applications; for the multicore ones, we run 12 SPLASH2 applications and 3 PARSEC ones.

6.1 Architecture Configurations Evaluated

We compare several architecture configurations. In the following, we refer to M3D with same-performance layers as iso-layer M3D, and M3D with different-performance layers as hetero-layer M3D.

2D Baseline. Traditionally, the clock cycle time of a microprocessor has been limited by the wakeup plus select operations in the issue stage, or by the ALU plus bypass paths [37]. However, in recent processors, the wakeup and select steps are split into two stages [17]. Further, the register file access has emerged as a key bottleneck for wide-issue cores in addition to the ALU plus bypass paths. Of all the core structures we discussed, we measure with CACTI that the one that limits the core cycle time is the access time of the register file. Based on our measurements, we set the frequency of our baseline 2D core (Base) to 3.3 GHz (Table 11).

Iso-layer M3D. Table 6 shows the reduction in the access latency of different structures in iso-layer M3D relative to 2D. We see that the access latency of the RF and IQ decrease by 41% and 26%, respectively. Further, in Section 3.1, we estimate that four ALUs with bypass paths can sustain a 28% higher frequency. If we consider the traditional frequency-critical structures (similar to [41]), we find that the frequency is limited by the reduction of IQ access delay at 26%. The frequency is then 3.3/(1-0.26)=4.46 GHz. We call this design, M3D-IsoAgg, but do not evaluate it due to space limits.

Instead, to be very conservative, we assume that all the array structures in Table 6 are in the critical path. In particular, we assume that the BPT and BTB arrays need to be accessed in a single cycle.

Table 9: Parameters of the simulated architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cores</td>
<td>4 out-of-order cores, VDD=0.8V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core width</td>
<td>Dispatch/Issue/Commit: 4/6/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int/FP RF, ROB</td>
<td>160/160 registers; 192 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue queue</td>
<td>84 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ld/St Queue</td>
<td>72/56 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch pred.</td>
<td>Tournament, with 4K entries in selector, in local predictor, and in global predictor; 32-entry RAS 4K-entry, 4-way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUs &amp; latencies</td>
<td>1 cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 ALU</td>
<td>2/4 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LSU</td>
<td>1 cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FPU</td>
<td>Add/Mult/Div: 2/4/8 cycles; Add/Mult issue every cycle; Div issues every 8 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private I-cache</td>
<td>32KB, 4-way, 32B line, Round-trip (RT): 3 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private D-cache</td>
<td>32KB, 8-way, WB, 32B line, RT: 4 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private L2</td>
<td>256KB, 8-way, WB, 64B line, RT: 10 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared L3</td>
<td>Per core: 2MB, 16-way, WB, 64B line, RT: 32cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM latency</td>
<td>RT after L3: 50ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Ring with MESI directory-based protocol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the partitioning strategies of Section 3.2 (i.e., BP, WP, and PF), we compute the number of vias needed to connect the two layers in each of the three partitioning strategies. Based on the number of vias, we then calculate the total via overhead, and estimate the increase in dimensions of the SRAM cell and the SRAM array. In the case of TSVs, we also perform further layout optimizations by considering different via placement schemes to minimize the overhead.

After computing the array dimensions, we estimate the capacitance and the resistance of the wordlines and bitlines for the entire array. Based on these values, we obtain the delay, energy, and area estimates of the 3D storage structure by using regular CACTI functionality. Finally, we also verify the projected benefits of 3D structures over 2D structures for TSVs and some M3D technologies by comparing them with previously-published results.

We estimate the power consumed by a 3D logic structure as follows. First, we obtain the power consumption of the corresponding 2D structure. We then take the switching power of such a structure and reduce it by a factor that is equal to the reduction in the switching power of the ALU circuit discussed in Section 3.1. Recall that the ALU circuit was synthesized and laid out using M3D place and route tools [39, 44]. For the clock tree, the process is different. For the clock tree, we reduce the switching power by a constant factor that limits the core cycle time is the access time of the register file. Based on our measurements, we set the frequency of our baseline 2D core to 3.3 GHz (Table 11).
Table 1: Core configurations evaluated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single Core</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Baseline 2D, ( f=3.3\text{GHz} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3D-Iso</td>
<td>Iso-layer M3D, ( f=3.83\text{GHz} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3D-HetNaive</td>
<td>Hetero-layer M3D without modifications, ( f=3.5\text{GHz} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3D-Het</td>
<td>Hetero-layer M3D with our modifications, ( f=3.79\text{GHz} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3D-HetAgg</td>
<td>Aggressive M3D-Het, ( f=4.34\text{GHz} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSV3D</td>
<td>Conventional TSV3D, ( f=3.9\text{GHz} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MultiCore</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3D-Het</td>
<td>M3D-Het + Shared L2s, 4 cores, ( f=3.79\text{GHz} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3D-Het-W</td>
<td>M3D-Het + Shared L2s, Issue=8, 4 cores, ( f=3.9\text{GHz} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3D-Het-2X</td>
<td>M3D-Het + Shared L2s, 8 cores, ( f=3.9\text{GHz}, V_{dd}=0.75\text{V} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSV3D</td>
<td>Conventional TSV3D + Shared L2s, 4 cores, ( f=3.9\text{GHz} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on this assumption, we identify the structure with the least reduction in access time, i.e., SQ and BPT with 14%. With this estimate, we set the frequency of our M3D-Iso core to \( 3.3/(1-0.14)=3.83\text{GHz} \) (Table 11).

**TSV3D.** The corresponding numbers for TSV3D in Table 6 are sometimes negative. Hence, TSV3D may result in a core slowdown. The large footprint of TSVs makes intra-block 3D partitioning undesirable. Therefore, we keep the frequency of the TSV3D core the same as the 2D Base (Table 11). However, like all the other 3D designs, TSV3D has a lower load-to-use and branch misprediction path latencies compared to Base (Section 6).

**Hetero-layer M3D.** We consider three designs. The first one, called M3D-HetNaive, simply takes the M3D-Iso design and slows its frequency by 9% — which is the loss in frequency estimated by Shi et al. [45] in an AES block due to the slower top layer (Section 2.4). Hence, we set the frequency of the M3D-HetNaive core to \( 3.83\times0.91=3.5\text{GHz} \) (Table 11).

The second design, called M3D-Het, is the result of our asymmetric partitioning of structures in Section 4. We consider all the array structures in Table 8, and take the one that reduces the access latency the least. Specifically, the SQ, LQ, BPT, and BTB only reduce the access latency by 13% relative to 2D. Consequently, we set the frequency of the M3D-HetNaive core to \( 3.83\times0.91=3.5\text{GHz} \) (Table 11).

Finally, we evaluate another design, M3D-HetAgg, that is derived in a manner similar to M3D-IsoAgg: the frequency is limited by the reduction in IQ access time, which is 24% in this case. The corresponding frequency is \( 3.3/(1-0.24)=4.34\text{GHz} \) (Table 11).

**Multicore hetero-layer M3D.** We consider several multicore designs, shown in Table 11. In this case, pairs of cores share their L2 caches as in Figure 4. We consider a 4-core M3D-Het and two related designs we describe next: a 4-core M3D-Het-W (where W stands for wide) and an 8-core M3D-Het-2X (where 2X stands for twice the cores). We also evaluate a 4-core TSV3D where cores share L2 caches (Table 11).

To configure M3D-Het-W, we take M3D-Het, set its frequency to that of the 2D Base core (3.3GHz), and increase the core’s width as much as possible. The maximum width is 8. To configure M3D-Het-2X, we again take M3D-Het, set its frequency to 3.3GHz, and reduce the voltage as much as possible. Following curves from the literature [18, 23], the maximum reduction is 50mV, which sets the voltage to 0.75V. At this point, the multicore consumes relatively little power. Hence, we increase the number of cores as much as possible until it reaches the same power consumption as four cores of our 2D Base. The number of cores is in between 7 and 8. We pick 8 as some parallel applications require a power-of-two core count.

## 7 EVALUATION

We organize the evaluation in two parts. First, we consider single-core designs, and then multicore designs.

### 7.1 Single Core M3D Designs

We consider performance, energy, and thermals in turn.

#### 7.1.1 Performance

Figure 6 shows the speed-up of different single-core M3D designs over Base for SPEC2006 applications. The figure shows a set of bars for each application and the average. For each application, there is a bar for Base, TSV3D, M3D-Iso, M3D-HetNaive, M3D-Het, and M3D-HetAgg. The bars are normalized to Base.

M3D-Iso, where both layers have the same performance, is on average 28% faster than Base. The performance improvement is due to two reasons. First, M3D-Iso executes at a 16% higher frequency than Base. Second, as indicated in Section 6, some of the critical pipeline paths, such as the load-to-use and the branch-misprediction paths, are shorter. Therefore, the IPC is higher as well. Note that this is despite the increase in memory latency in terms of core clocks. M3D-HetNaive has more conservative assumptions [45], and operates at only 6% higher frequency than Base. Even with its higher IPC, the speedup is only 1.17 over Base.

The critical path optimizations that we proposed in Section 4 prove useful for M3D-Het. The average stage delay is now 13% shorter than in Base. As a result, M3D-Het’s performance is very close to that of M3D-Iso. In effect, M3D-Het recovers most of the performance lost due to the slower top layer. On average, M3D-Het is 25% faster than Base. Finally, the aggressive M3D configuration, M3D-HetAgg, operating at 32% higher frequency than Base, provides a speed-up of 1.38 over Base on average. This improvement is substantial.

TSV3D, which operates at the same frequency as Base, is only 10% faster than Base. The gains are due to the reduction in the critical path latencies that we discussed above.

#### 7.1.2 Energy

Figure 7 shows the energy consumption of different M3D designs normalized to Base. The designs considered and the organization of the figure are the same as in Figure 6. We can see that all of the M3D designs consume, on average, about 40% less energy than Base. This is due to a few factors. First, as shown in Table 6, the energy consumption of many SRAM structures is significantly smaller. Second, the footprint of the clock tree network is only about half that of Base. Finally, M3D designs execute faster, saving leakage power on top of the previous reductions.

On average, M3D-Iso consumes 41% lower energy than Base. The simple M3D-HetNaive has a similar power consumption as M3D-Iso, but executes for longer. Therefore, the average energy consumed is 3 percentage points higher. The performance oriented design decisions made for M3D-Het increase the power consumption. The increase in power consumption is due to using larger transistors in the top layer of some structures. Further, M3D-Het executes faster than M3D-HetNaive. Overall, the total energy consumption decreases slightly when compared to M3D-HetNaive. When compared to Base, the overall energy is reduced by 39% on average.
The more aggressive \textit{M3D-HetAgg} executes faster, and lowers the energy consumption further, bringing the total energy savings to 41% on average.

In comparison, energy reductions in \textit{TSV3D} are smaller at 24%. Similar to M3D designs, the energy savings in \textit{TSV3D} are due to the reductions in SRAM array and clock tree power. However, as shown in Table 6, the magnitude of the array savings is smaller.

\textit{Hetero-Layers Using LP Process for Top Layer}. As we discussed in Section 5, in an environment where it is feasible to manufacture M3D chips with iso-performance in both layers, we can combine a top layer in LP process and a bottom layer in HP process. Such a design, together with our techniques, would have the same performance as \textit{M3D-Het}. We evaluate that this design reduces the energy further by on average 9 percentage points over \textit{M3D-Het}.

7.1.3 Thermal Behavior. To study the thermal behavior of different designs, we measure the maximum temperature reached by a given design using the HotSpot tool as discussed in Section 6. We observe that the average power consumption of \textit{Base} across all applications is 6.4W for a single core excluding the L2/L3 caches. The floorplan of our chip is based on AMD Ryzen [3], and we assume a 50% footprint reduction (only for calculating the peak temperature). This is a conservative assumption because it leads to higher temperatures.

Figure 8 shows the peak temperature in centigrade degrees reached within the core across all the applications for \textit{Base}, \textit{M3D-Het}, and \textit{TSV3D}. The values for other M3D designs are very similar. The hottest point in the core varies across applications. For example, the hottest point is in the IQ for \textit{DealII}, whereas it is in the FPU for \textit{Gamess}. From the figure, we see that the peak temperature in \textit{M3D-Het} is, on average, only 5°C higher than in \textit{Base}. The maximum increase across any application is 10°C, and is observed in the IQ for \textit{Gamess}. These temperature increases are considerably smaller than the 30°C average temperature increase observed for \textit{TSV3D}. In fact, \textit{TSV3D} exceeds the maximum operating temperature of a transistor ($T_{\text{max}} \approx 100^\circ\text{C}$) for a few applications. The high temperatures in \textit{TSV3D} are due to its thermal conduction bottlenecks [1, 41].

The temperature increases in \textit{M3D-Het} are small due to two reasons. First, as we discussed in Section 2, the vertical thermal conduction across the layers is high. Second, in \textit{M3D-Het}, we observe that some of the hot spots such as IQ, RAT, and RF have relatively large power reductions. For example, it can be shown that IQ consumes 34% less power in \textit{M3D-Het}, which is higher than the 24% power reduction for the whole core. The reason for this is that port partitioning, as used in structures such as IQ, RAT, and RF, is relatively more effective at reducing energy than other forms of partitioning. Therefore, it can be shown that, even though the overall power density of \textit{M3D-Het} increases by up to 52%, the increase in power density of hotter regions is smaller (i.e., 32% for IQ). Overall, M3D designs are more thermally efficient than \textit{TSV3D}.

7.2 Multicore M3D Designs

In this section, we explore different multicore designs enabled by M3D running parallel applications, as we discussed in Section 6. The designs, shown in the multicore section of Table 11, are: \textit{M3D-Het} with pairs of cores sharing their L2s and one NoC router stop, \textit{M3D-Het-W} (which also uses wider-issue cores), \textit{M3D-Het-2X} (which also...
operates more cores at iso-power conditions), and TSV3D. Figures 9 and 10 show the speed-up and energy consumption, respectively, of all the applications. The bars are normalized to a 4-core Base multicore.

7.2.1 Multicores with Four Cores. M3D-Het, M3D-Het-W, and TSV3D have four cores. On average, we see that M3D-Het provides a speed-up of 1.26 over Base, while reducing energy consumption by 33%. The performance gains include the benefits of shared L2s and NoC router on top of the gains seen in the single-core environment. With respect to the energy, we observe a slight reduction in dynamic energy due to the reduction in the network traffic, in addition to the energy saving factors discussed previously.

M3D-Het-W is an M3D-Het design with cores whose issue width is increased from 6 to 8, while operating at the same frequency as Base (Table 11). Its average speed-up over Base is only 1.11, while it reduces the energy consumption by 17%.

7.2.2 Iso Power Environment. M3D-Het-2X is an M3D-Het design operating at the same frequency as Base, but at a lower voltage and thus with lower power. As a result, it has twice as many cores as Base with about the same power budget as Base. From Figure 9, we see that M3D-Het-2X is 92% faster than Base. This speed-up is due to both executing with more cores, and the factors discussed previously. At the same time, M3D-Het-2X consumes 39% lower energy than Base. Note that these results are for the hetero-layer M3D design, and with conservative slowdown assumptions (i.e., building on top of M3D-Het rather than M3D-HetAgg).

Overall, M3D-Het-2X, operating twice as many cores in a power budget that is, on average, only 13% higher than Base, provides substantial performance improvement while consuming lower energy.

8 OTHER RELATED WORK

In addition to the TSV-based intra-block 3D partitioning of the core that we discussed in Section 2.3 [41, 42], prior work has also considered partitioning the core at block-level granularity using TSVs. Specifically, Black et al. [11] study the benefits of such core partitioning, as well as the benefits of placing DRAM/SRAM on top of a core. They also note that a TSV3D core can have thermal challenges. In this paper, we compared an M3D core against a TSV3D core with intra-block partitioning, which has more benefits than block-level partitioning.

Emma et al. [16] limit themselves to core-level partitioning across the different layers, while sharing different resources such as caches or NoC. They focus on the impact of 3D partitioning from a thermal and yield perspective, and discuss the tradeoffs between power and performance in a 3D setting. Our analysis of M3D core design is at a much finer granularity of partitioning.

9 CONCLUSION

This paper showed how to partition a processor for M3D. We partition logic and storage structures into two layers, taking into account that the top layer has lower-performance transistors. In logic structures, we place the critical paths in the bottom layer. In storage structures, we asymmetrically partition them, assigning to the top layer fewer ports with larger access transistors, or a shorter bitcell subarray with larger bitcells. With conservative assumptions on M3D technology, an M3D core executed applications on average 25% faster than a 2D core while consuming 39% less energy. A more aggressive M3D design was on average 38% faster than a 2D core while consuming 41% lower energy. Moreover, under a similar power budget, an M3D multicore could use twice as many cores as a 2D multicore, executing applications on average 92% faster with 39% less energy. Finally, the M3D core was thermally efficient.
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